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This original and important book has arranged passages in the life of projective space in
the form of three substantial essays and three shorter ones, helpfully introduced by
Bioesmat-Martagon. Among the shorter ones, Nabonnand writes on what was involved
in inventing points and lines at infinity, concentrating on the ideas of Poncelet, Steiner,
von Staudt, Pasch, and the Italian axiomatisers of projective geometry; then Volkert first
looks at how German school teachers around 1870 tried to cope with the same ideas,
and then he considers the projective plane and projective space from a topological point
of view. Volkert writes in English; all the other essays are in French.
The three longer essays begin with one by Lombard on the curious fact that mathe-
matics, the most precise and unambiguous subject there is, is the one that produces the most
bafflement among readers. They can follow it line by line, but they just do not find it
interesting, and they cannot pick up a book at random and know what to expect. In terms
Lombard does not use: understanding and appreciation are lacking.
Lombard explores this familiar paradox by taking his readers on a journey through the
history of projective geometry. At times he is in the modern period (with words such as
‘schemes’, but no definitions or theorems); at times he is in the past, wondering what it
means to talk about a projective space, and who, accordingly, did or did not. Desargues,
on this account, was not, strictly speaking, studying or inventing projective geometry,
but he was closer to it than Descartes. Poncelet surely came closer, but not in the fashion
of, say, Chasles or Steiner. There is the vexed business of analytic and synthetic geometry,
which plays into the question of what does one see when one reads mathematics? Lombard
seems to suggest that with Cramer’s paradox (9 points determine a cubic, but any two
cubics through 8 points determine a common 9th point) the reader sees algebra, not curves,
and by implication more complicated geometrical configurations disappear behind more
complicated algebra. But then comes the modern turn, announced here by a quotation from
Poincaré to the effect that where once there had been nothing but good luck to guide the
researcher, and then there was the mechanical procedures of Cartesian geometry, now there
is nothing but the need to understand the intimate relations of mathematical facts.
Even that is not quite the heart of the problem, says Lombard. Look at the menagerie of
19th century projective geometry: points at infinity, circular points, ... , and look instead at
the modern formalisms that seem “to think for us”. The major classical results have become
simple special cases, easy to overlook, hard to appreciate. To redress the balance, Lombard
concludes his essay with a lengthy account of how to see 2-dimensional projective space (as
Boy’s surface), to get to know the object itself, to understand its biography...
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Friedelmeyer then provides what the history of mathematics has needed for some time: a
prolonged and detailed account of the work of Poncelet. The exposition is much more
straight-forwardly historical. We have a look at Poncelet’s predecessors, and his second-
hand knowledge of them, at the École Polytechnique at the time of Monge, and at the man-
uscript Poncelet wrote while a prisoner in Saratov and out of which he wrote his great
Traité des propriétés projectives des figures (1822), which we now pass steadily through.
The Traité is a curious mixture of the strange (the so-called principle of continuity, ideal
chords, . . .) and the precise (a homology between two conics, the pole-polar relation and
duality). It contains one remarkable result: the Poncelet closure theorem, which points to
one significant novelty in Poncelet’s work: he was often concerned with the projective
geometry of two conics, not just one. This essay is the first proper account of what Poncelet
did, and it should prove invaluable in the study of geometry in the 19th century.
Friedelmeyer also considers the reception of Poncelet’s ideas. They were disparaged by
Cauchy, who recommended the use of algebra and complex numbers – Poncelet did not
listen, but that proved to be the way the subject went (as Lombard warned the reader,
analysis prospered, synthesis declined). Their originality was contested by Gergonne, who
claimed to be the first to have appreciated duality abstractly, and led to a long dispute
between him and Poncelet which is also discussed here in detail. Finally, the essay ends with
a survey of the articles on geometry published in Gergonne’s Annales, in the form of a table
covering four and a half pages in which the main topics and their authors are listed. This
alone should be a stimulus to further research.
Finally Voelke takes us through the subsequent history of projective geometry. He first
looks at Poncelet’s treatment of points ‘at infinity’, then at homogeneous coordinates and
the work of Möbius, Plücker, Salmon, Hesse, Cayley, Fiedler, and Clebsch, culminating in
Killing’s account. Then his focus turns to the axiomatic accounts of the Italian and German
mathematicians around 1900, and the emergence of the modern conception of projective
space.
While all the essays are good in their different ways, and combine to form an interesting
portrait of projective geometry at several stages in its ‘life’, readers may well respond in
ways that are determined by how much they agree with Lombard. Those who know very
little classical geometry, or have only seen it in the distance in a very modern treatment, will
find all the essays instructive. Historians of mathematics, even those of the 19th century,
will welcome particularly the treatment of Poncelet, whose work has long been an anomaly
that suffered the fate of being rewritten (by Chasles) long before it reached middle age. We
can hope that this book will not only promote the history of geometry, but indeed bring
students of mathematics to projective geometry itself, and to that end it is a pleasure to
report that the book is exceptionally well illustrated with a great number of informative line
drawings.
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